The Center for Information Science [3](CIS) is a section of IT that manages the operation of core systems and core information networks, and 10 members (3 faculty, 7 IT staff) support them. Our work covers many fields, including system and network operation management, technical consultation, security management, education, and security incident response. In Kyoto Institute of Technology, there are about 4000 students and 450 faculty, and user support is a large percentage of our work. Until now, support work had mainly been received and managed using email, but had various problems. By documenting each task with Jira Service Desk [2], we can decide the priority, share information, manage progress, and assign the person in charge depending on the situation. It also reduces the time and effort required to communicate with users. As a result, the work efficiency of the IT staff has been improved. Additionally by the centralization of tracking tickets users can expect better convenience.
INTRODUCTION
When users reported issues about the system and network, they woud call, email, or stop by our reception desk. It is the same when applying for service request (Table 1) . We had an email address for exclusive use of the reception desk, and it was set up to forward to all IT staff when users send an email. Therefore, after receiving an email or phone call with details of a problem, the responding IT staff member shared details about inquiries with other IT staff via email. Thereafter all progress and responses were shared via email. Of course, we also contacted the user by email. In this situation, we had various problem, listed in Table 2 . In addition, we used email to manage tasks other than user support, so IT staff handled nearly 100 emails a day. Not only was user support poor in this model, it was necessary to change to a less burdensome management method for all work. -Cannot estimate the whole workload -Cannot know the priority -Forget the correspondence -Miscommunication about who is working on the issue -Cannot know the progress -Forget to share information -Lose track because of a reply to past emails, changed subject, or forget CC -Cannot use past cases -Have to search from huge past emails -Cannot find necessary information immediately -Have to use email to communicate with users -Take time to write an email
IMPLEMENTION OF TASK MANAGEMENT,PROJECT MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
In January 2015, we asked a consulting company to survey our work and analyze issues for improvement. In the report, we learned that task management and consolidation of information assets were issues. Therefore we considered introducing a task management system that solves these two issues.
Management by redmine
There are a lot of software solutions for task management and project management. Among them, a consulting company introduced redmine [4] (open source software) and provided a test environment. We decided to try. One task is managed as a ticket on redmine, illustrated in Figure  1 . We reviewed the current tasks people had in email and registered them as tickets. It became possible to know visually the work of each IT staff and recognize urgent tasks ( Figure 2 ). We can check progress of each task, response history in one page. We can also use keyword search to easily find similar cases in the past.
Redmine has a wiki function. We have a lot of documentation such as operation manuals, and management ledgers but they are scattered everywhere (shared drives and the Web). We spend a lot of effort in searching. We wanted to create an environment which we organized our information assets by using wiki and use the information we needed efficiently.
Challenges with redmine
During the trial, we found new issues and problems (Table 3) . We receive inquiries from users via reception, phone and email as before. We always had to register as a ticket or update their progress. It took longer than simply writing an email. When there were many inquiries, ticket entry and update writing might be delayed. For example, when a user sends an email, it automatically registers the ticket, and it is very efficient if the ticket is updated at the same time as replying, but this requires the customization of redmine. There was also a problem with organizing our information assets by using wiki. We can attach files on wiki, but we cannot search the contents of the file. But, most of our information assets are document files. We needed to find a way to efficiently search the contents of the document file.
Since redmine is not service desk software, there are functions that are not sufficient for support work. Redmine is open software, so we can create missing features, however, the number of IT staff with the ability to perform customization work was limited in our team. There were a lot of tasks other than user support and we could not get enough time to work on the redmine issues. As a result, redmine function improvements had worked a low priority task for over a year and a half. However, we did not go back to task management by email. 
Management by Jira Service Desk
One and a half years after using redmine, a new professor was assigned to CIS. He objectively analyzed our work and proposed the introduction of Jira Service Desk.
Jira Service Desk is Atlassian's service desk software. It has a help desk function in addition to the task management. It provides support in 10 major languages. Our university aim to globalize, and there are many foreign national teachers and students. On the other hand, our service was provided only in Japanese, and English-language support had also been an issue. This point was also one of the reasons why Jira Service Desk was proposed.
He built a trial environment on June 6, 2016, and we tried this until the end of the month. Since the budget has been secured, we purchased a license in December 2016 and started the initial construction in January of the following year. The online form was completed in March 2017. Below is the flow of the online support service using Jira Service Desk.
First, the user posts a request from the CIS support page ( Figure  3 ).
Request assignments are divided according to requirements, which is helpful since the reception desk receives various service Figure 4 shows the screen for creating a request. By preparing the service request template shown in Figure 4 , omissions in required information were reduced. In the conventional email reception, there was no template, so there were occasions where necessary information omissions occurred frequently and additional communication was required.
When a user submits a request, it is added to the queue and the IT staff are notified by email. Figure 5 shows the queue list screen, and the IT staff refer to this screen when a notification e-mail arrives. Users can check the processing status of the request they posted ( Figure 6 ).
The IT staff will select the request and check the details ( Figure  7) . Priority can be changed, and requests can be sorted in order of priority, so it is possible to process in order of urgency. There is also a tag feature that allows you to search for specific requests by tagging. Moreover, although a person in charge can be clearly assigned to each request, this function helps to prevent response missing to request. In the previous reception method, the user sent a request to the inquiry e-mail address. A person who was available responded to the request. However, because we could think that "someone would be able to respond," there was a risk that nobody would respond to the request. The assignment of the person in charge reduced the risk. Communication with the user uses the comment function until the request is resolved. Adding a comment emails the user and also has the ability to automatically add a comment when the user responds to the email. IT Staff no longer need to send and receive email directly with users. Until now, it was necessary for IT staff to register emails from users, but it was possible to miss important information due to forgotten registration. Now that all correspondence history can be confirmed through comments, that problem has been greatly reduced.
By linking Jira Service Desk with Confluence[1], Atlassian's information sharing system, resolved requests are accumulated as a knowledge base. Users can search for solutions from the knowledge base by typing keywords in the search field on the support page.This allows users to solve their own problems, reducing duplicate queries.Although there was a problem that redmine can not search the content of attached file, Confluence can also search the content of attached file.
In addition, Jira Service Desk has a reporting feature that allows us to view various statistics. Figure 8 is a line graph showing the number of requests per month for the period from May 1, 2018 to May 1, 2019.
Figure 8: Report function
From this graph, we can know that there are many requests at the end of September before the start of the second semester and at the end of March before the start of the first semester. For example, at this time, if there is a tendency that it takes a long time to solve an e-Learning-related query, it is possible to respond such as enriching the IT staff who are familiar with e-Learning. By repeating this process, it will be possible to carry out support work more quickly, and it will also be possible to gradually eliminate the imbalance in the workload of IT staff.
Challenges with Jira Service Desk
During the free trial period, we confirmed that there were no technical issues. However, we did not immediately use it for support work.
There are two reasons for that. First, it was because we did not find a good way to guide users to change from email into Jira Service Desktop. We should have considered immediately the guidance required here, but we all have had to prioritize other work. Second, we were busy with our daily work and did not make time enough to study Jira Service Desk. We really started learning Jira Service Desk after we set up the online form. Therefore, our operation was trial and error, and it was not in a state that could process requests properly.
In such the situation, while learning Jira Service Desk, we found a way to accept requests via email. This automatically accepts emails sent to specific destinations by the user as requests, and adds them to the queue list shown in Figure 5 . Using this function, we had started accepting applications for eduroam with the highest number of requests via Jira Service Desk at the end of August 2017. On this occasion, the IT staff was able to learn more practically. It was also a good opportunity for users to know Jira Service Desk. We announced for users that we officially launched the online form on September 20, 2017. Figure 9 shows Flow until Jira Service Desk start. Now, Jira Service Desk accepts many service requests, not just eduroam, and issues that could not be solved with redmine have been resolved ( Table 4 , 5) . With work increasing year by year, efficiency is essential to support 4450 users with 10 members. However, it is difficult to work on business improvement while continuing your own work. There is a need to change the process so far, so the performance will drop temporarily until you get used to the new procedure. This risk made us hesitant, so it had been postponed for many years, but now we have been able to make improvements.
We were worried that the new user support would not be accepted by the user. There was also a concern that they would not know how to use it. However, inqueries about usage were less than expected and we could have migrated without a heavy burden on the users. The responses are now faster, and the effect of improvement is also felt in terms of communication.
The issue for the future is the improvement of the knowledge base.
As the know-how and past cases accumulated through past support work are in the mailbox, information is often not found if user search the knowledge base. If user can find a solution, they won't have to wait for responding, and it can reduce the amount of support work. We think that it is important not only to move, but to move in a more user-friendly state. In addition, we will analyze the trend of the request regularly and want to create an environment that more matches the needs of the user.
